WHAT IS WYGEO?
WyGEO was founded to engage all members
of the geospatial community and foster a
cooperative environment for the exchange
of ideas and enhance the use of geospatial
information within the State of Wyoming.

OUR GOAL:
Provide a forum for cooperation,
coordination, education and the
exchange of geospatial ideas,
resources, technology, and data.

A Professional Organization
for those in the

Wyoming Geospatial Community.

OUR MISSION:
To engage all members of the
geospatial community and foster
a cooperative environment for the
exchange of ideas, expertise, and
technology to promote, support
and enhance the use of geospatial
information within the state of
Wyoming.

TYPES OF MEMBERSHIP:
• Professional ›› Pay dues of $20/year. Shall have
voting rights and office holding privileges

WYOMING GEOSPATIAL ORGANIZATION
WyGEO
PO Box 2075 Casper, Wyoming 82602

• Associate ›› No dues. Not eligible to vote, but
may participate in all WyGEO functions.

Email/ wygeo1@gmail.com
Website/ www.wygeo.org
Discussion Board/ http://group.google.com/group/wygeo

‹‹ To become a member Email ››
wygeo1@gmail.com

WYOMING GEOSPATIAL ORGANIZATION

GEOSPATIAL INFORMATION

WyGEO
PO Box 2075 Casper, Wyoming 82602
Email/ wygeo1@gmail.com
Website/ www.wygeo.org
Discussion Board/ http://group.google.com/group/wygeo

Geospatial Information is data that
describes the names and features on the
surface of the Earth. These data layers
can describe topographical features or
more complex layers such as land-use and
population density.

WHY WYGEO?

Geospatial Information supports a wide
range of businesses, government agencies,
community activities, and educational
levels.

Through our quarterly and annual meetings
we would also like to introduce this technology
to people who may not be familiar with it. We
encourage anyone interested to attend our

Often times Geospatial Information is used
in what is known as a GIS (Geographic
Information System). A GIS is a combination
of computer software, hardware, GIS Users,
and Geospatial Information (data). This
dynamic combination aids in formulating
decisions on the world around us. It is a
powerful tool that allows us to see data
visually, ask questions, and get answers to
those questions quickly and easily.

The goal of WYGEO is to provide a forum for
cooperation, coordination, education and the
exchange of ideas, resources and technology
and geospatial information in the state of
Wyoming.

meetings and to consider joining WYGEO.

Follow us on Twitter @WyGeo

Become a Fan at
www.facebook.com/WyGeo

